U.S.S. Vesuvius, NCC-71985
Stardate 10503.29
Sarona III, Planetary Investigation … An Unseen Threat
Episode 12

Getting Their Bearings…

The Vesuvius and Magma entered the vortex the Tetrahedron was disappearing into. The found themselves again in orbit of Earth, but when was the question. Proximity sensors started to sound as another anomaly opened above the Vesuvius.

Portions of Decks 2 through 4 were opened to space, and whatever had collided with the Vesuvius barely missed opening the bridge to space. It was later learned the USS Luna was the vessel that collided with the Vesuvius from above.

Cmdr Singh from the Luna transported over to the Vesuvius just as the Luna was boarded. She was order by her Captain to remain on the Vesuvius until further notice.

The Magma returned to the Vesuvius and the Away Team disembarked and headed to their respective departments, the CSO being diverted to main Engineering to assist with repairs there.

Petty Officer Monty, who was on the away team, has died. The CSO has started to hear voices in her head, the CEO is trying to get her to sick bay, and Commander Singh remains on the Vesuvius for the moment, and   Lieutenant Lorehani remains missing. It is believed she is being held on one of the two Tetrahedrons now in orbit of Earth….

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CEO Quchant says:
:: Holding onto Hope tightly. ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Stares at Thomas, still struggling to free herself from his grip. ::   CEO: Let me go!

XO Darvo says:
:; Standing watch on the bridge, checking on Damage Control reports. ::

FCO Lorehani says:
@:: Lets out another blood curdling scream and another instrument is inserted into her body. ::

LCSO Singh says:
:: On the bridge of the Vesuvius finishing her report with her captain, a bit angry at herself for her suggestion. ::

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: You're not well ... you need to get to sickbay ... come on

CO McGrady says:
LCSO:  What is the status of the Luna?

CEO Quchant says:
:: Taps the CSO's comm badge. ::   *Bridge*: Medical emergency ... two to beam directly to sickbay

CTO Liu says:
:: Completed making his rounds and headed to the bridge. ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Suddenly calms down and smiles at Thomas. ::   CEO: Of course Commander, shall we go?

TO Thursson says:
:: Walks behind the CTO. ::

CEO Quchant says:
:: Doesn't let go of CSO ... knows women too well. ::

LCSO Singh says:
:: Looks over at the captain. ::   CO:  Not good sir.  They have abandoned the bridge and are just staying ahead of the aliens.  My captain has requested help if you can give it.

CO McGrady says:
TO:  Facilitate the Chief Engineer's request for site-to-site transport.

CO McGrady says:
*CTO*: You're away team is ready, Lieutenant?

XO Darvo says:
:: Looks up from her reports upon hearing the Luna needs re-enforcements. ::

CO McGrady says:
:: Sees that the TO is not yet on the bridge, and initiates the transport. ::

CEO Quchant says:
:: Continues to struggle with the CSO. ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Takes a deep breath as she waits with Thomas to be transported. ::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The CEO and CSO are beamed directly to sickbay, just as the CTO and TO enter the bridge

CEO Quchant says:
:: Appears in sickbay and notices no doctor is around. ::

CO McGrady says:
XO: You'll forgive me if I insist you stay on board for this away mission.  This mission will be very dangerous, and senior officers are at a premium thanks to the tetrahedron.

CEO Quchant says:
Computer: Activate the EMH

FCO Lorehani says:
@:: Suddenly Lorey feels that she is alone.  The area around her has become quiet ... but she is still strapped to the table. ::

CSO Lane says:
CEO: I am fine now Commander, please let me go.

XO Darvo says:
CO: I understand, sir.

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: Hope ... it would be wrong to let you go without handing you into medical attention

XO Darvo says:
<EMH>:: Looks at the two. ::   CTO/CSO: Please state the nature of your emergency, I don't have all day.

CTO Liu says:
CO: That's affirmative Captain. We are armed and dangerous. I will go over the plan with you at your convenience.

LCSO Singh says:
:: Looks between the two command officers. ::

CSO Lane says:
CEO: Well the EMH can assist me.

CO McGrady says:
CTO: No need, Lieutenant.  Execute your plan with haste.   :: Looks towards the LCSO. ::

CEO Quchant says:
EMH: Commander Lane is having hallucinations that pass to and from reality ... she thinks I'm someone called Sam one moment and then realizes it's me the next

XO Darvo says:
<EMH>:: Looks from one to the other, impatient. ::

XO Darvo says:
<EMH> CEO: Very well, you may return to your duty station, I'll see to the CSO.

CO McGrady says:
LCSO:  I will not order you to go, but I offer you a spot on our away mission.  You're knowledge of the Luna would be most helpful.

CSO Lane says:
:: Whispers to the EMH. ::   EMH: The Commander here is a bit off his rocker today.   :: Winks. ::

CEO Quchant says:
EMH: Don't let her out of her without a thorough checkup

LCSO Singh says:
CO:  Yes please ... if my captain goes ahead with another plan, I will be needed back aboard my ship.

XO Darvo says:
<EMH>:: Thinks, fingers rubbing his chin ::   CSO/CEO: Perhaps you both need a help.

CEO Quchant says:
:: Lets go of the CSO and watches carefully. ::

CO McGrady says:
LCSO:  Best of luck.

CEO Quchant says:
EMH: That's fine ... check both of us out

CO McGrady says:
CTO: Our guest from the Luna will be joining you.

LCSO Singh says:
:: She was going to need it... ::   CO:  Thank you sir.

CSO Lane says:
:: Smiles and hops onto a nearby biobed. ::   EMH: I'm ready when you are doc.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: There are sounds of clicking and tics in the darkness that surround the FCO...

XO Darvo says:
<EMH> CEO: Indeed an excellent idea.  You will go with Nurse Hanna for a physical and a Sigmund test.

LCSO Singh says:
:: Looks toward the first officer, quietly. ::   XO:  And thank you ma'am.

LCSO Singh says:
:: Walks over to join the CTO. ::

CEO Quchant says:
EMH: Are you rated for psychological exams?

XO Darvo says:
:: Nods to Singh. ::

CTO Liu says:
CO: Understood.

FCO Lorehani says:
@Self:  Noooooo!!   Not again...   :: Bites back another cry. ::   Go away Go away!

CEO Quchant says:
:: Looks around for the nurse. ::

XO Darvo says:
<EMH> CEO: I am rated in all forms of medical and psychological testing.

CTO Liu says:
LCSO: Commander, I would like to know more about the weaponry that these hijackers possess.

XO Darvo says:
<Nurse Hanna>: CEO: This way please.

CEO Quchant says:
:: Follows the nurse. ::

XO Darvo says:
<EMH> CSO: Please seat yourself on this biobed.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: Sensors pick up another anomaly opening up starboard to the Vesuvius...

CO McGrady says:
:: Sees the reading on his summary panel. ::

CSO Lane says:
EMH: I am sitting doctor.

XO Darvo says:
<Nurse Hanna>:: Begins testing the CEO. ::   CEO: Please be very still.

CO McGrady says:
AFCO:  Take us to a safe distance from that anomaly at once.

CEO Quchant says:
:: Follows her instructions. ::

XO Darvo says:
<EMH> CSO: Good, this won't hurt a bit.   :: Begins with a physical. ::

LCSO Singh says:
CTO:  I am sorry sir.  My knowledge is a bit limited, given I was taken away quickly from the first assault.  The only thing I can speak of is the light and some kind of electrical charge from their fingers ... when they point it at you ... well, you do not stay long.

CO McGrady says:
<AFCO> CO: I'll give it my best shot, sir.

XO Darvo says:
<Nurse Hanna>:: Moves from the head of the biobed to the end, taking readings and sensor scans of the CEO. ::

XO Darvo says:
<EMH>:: Completes the physical portion of the exam. ::

CEO Quchant says:
:: Winks at the nurse. ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Glances over at the CEO and sticks her tongue out at him. ::

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: Put that away Hope....

XO Darvo says:
<Nurse Hanna>:: Gives the CEO a *look* and continues on. ::

XO Darvo says:
<EMH>: CSO: You're physically fit, Commander.

CSO Lane says:
EMH: I tried to tell him that.

XO Darvo says:
<Nurse Hanna>:: Walks over to the EMH and hands him the scans on the CEO. ::

CEO Quchant says:
:: Whispers to himself. ::   Self: ...like you didn't need to be a doctor to know that

XO Darvo says:
<EMH> CEO: I heard that Commander.

CTO Liu says:
LSCO: Commander, I will issue you a Type III rifle for this mission, your knowledge of the Luna as well as the enemy will be a huge help to us.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Vesuvius is moving too slowly from the anomaly....

CEO Quchant says:
EMH: You might want to access your compliment database Doc

XO Darvo says:
<EMH>: CEO: If I had time, which I don't, I wouldn't anyway.   :: Reads the scans from Nurse Hanna. ::

CO McGrady says:
AFCO:  Direct more power to the engines...faster.

CO McGrady says:
<AFCO> CO: I'm giving it all I've got, sir.

XO Darvo says:
<EMH> CEO: You are also in fine physical health.

LCSO Singh says:
:: Considers the size of the weapon and lifts a brow. ::   CTO:  Understood.  My captain and the rest of the bridge crew were last heading for engineering ... oh yea ... I remember something else.

CSO Lane says:
EMH: May I return to my duties now?

LCSO Singh says:
XO:  Ma'am?

CEO Quchant says:
EMH: Thank you

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The anomaly opens wider and a vessel emerges from it headed straight towards the Vesuvius....

CO McGrady says:
AFCO: Evasives.

XO Darvo says:
<EMH> CSO: No, not just yet, I'd like to run a quick Sigmund on the both of you as a baseline.

CO McGrady says:
*All Hands*: Brace for impact!

XO Darvo says:
<EMH>:: Looks up at the announcement ::   Everyone: hold on!

CO McGrady says:
<AFCO>:: Pulls out some old academy tricks. ::

CEO Quchant says:
:: Holds on to the bed tightly. ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Hears the Captain. ::   EMH: Now what?

LCSO Singh says:
XO: Captain Savar mentioned something about the aliens not entering engineering.  I am not sure what that might mean ... but it is one more possible piece of the puzzle.

CTO Liu says:
:: Braces for impact. ::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The vessel strikes the Vesuvius' starboard side.  The mighty galaxy glass vessel rolls and pitches...

CO McGrady says:
AFCO:  Level us!

XO Darvo says:
<EMH> CSO: Unknown….   :: Doesn't fall. ::

LCSO Singh says:
:: Falls against the CTO with a gasp and apology. ::

XO Darvo says:
:: Holds on. ::

CO McGrady says:
:: Gripping tight through the after shocks. ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Hangs on to the biobed but loses her grip on the left side and slides off. ::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: Lights go out for a 2nd time....

TO Thursson says:
:: Hangs onto his console. ::

XO Darvo says:
<EMH>: CSO/CEO: I'm sure you're needed back on duty; we can run the rest of these tests at a later time.

CO McGrady says:
TO:  Ensign Thursson, restore lights.

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: Lane ... come on ... let's get to the bridge

XO Darvo says:
<EMH>:: Fades ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Gets up and starts for the bridge in the dark. ::   CEO: Thomas, I can barely see in front of me.

XO Darvo says:
:: Gripping the console, she starts to slide. ::

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: I'm pretty good in the dark ... here ... hold my hand

XO Darvo says:
Computer: Emergency lights!

CSO Lane says:
CEO: I just bet you are.   :: Grabs his hand and follows. ::

TO Thursson says:
CO: Yes, sir.   :: Walks over to a wall panel and removes it and fiddles around until the lights come back online. ::

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: We probably need to take a Jefferies tubes up to the bridge ... I doubt the lifts are online

CO McGrady says:
XO: Damage report!

CTO Liu says:
LCSO: Are you alright commander?   :: Helps LCSO up. ::

XO Darvo says:
:: Grabs a console. ::   CO: Checking now, sir.

CSO Lane says:
CEO: Well you're the Captain so lead on Sam.

CO McGrady says:
LCSO: Do you have a reading of what just hit us?

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The AFCO is able to stabilize the Vesuvius....

LCSO Singh says:
:: Blushing. ::   CTO:  Yes ... thank you.   :: Blinks in the red light. ::   I do not think you will be going anywhere soon.

CEO Quchant says:
:: Grabs Lane around the shoulders. ::

CO McGrady says:
<AFCO>:: Wipes the sweat off his brow. ::

XO Darvo says:
CO: Decks 5-8 are open to space, sir ... I'll get damage control on it, emergency bulkheads holding.

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: I need you to snap out of it ... Sam is gone ... I'm not Sam

CO McGrady says:
XO: Very good, Commander.

LCSO Singh says:
:: Makes her way over to the sensors. ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Pushes him away. ::   CEO: No time for games now. Let's get moving.

CO McGrady says:
CTO: What is the status of our shields?

XO Darvo says:
*CEO*: Commander, I need your damage control teams to Decks 5-8, ASAP!

LCSO Singh says:
CO:  Captain, you were struck by an Andorian ship....  :: Shakes her head. ::   I am not reading any life signs.

CO McGrady says:
XO: Andorian’s?

CEO Quchant says:
*XO*: Understood ... making my way there now

XO Darvo says:
:: Looks at the Captain. ::   CO: Excuse me, sir?

CEO Quchant says:
*Engineering*: Damage control team’s alpha through delta Decks 5 through 8

CO McGrady says:
XO: We were struck by an Andorian vessel?

CO McGrady says:
LCSO: Can you discover from what time they have come?

XO Darvo says:
CO: Checking, sir....

LCSO Singh says:
CO:  She is from our timeline.   Registry....   :: Works to pull up that data. ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Makes her way through the Jeffries tube. ::   CEO: I have to get back to the bridge.

XO Darvo says:
CO: Apparently that is the case, sir. Shall we hail them?

LCSO Singh says:
CO:  She is the Kondon.

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: Hope ... I need your help with repairs...

CO McGrady says:
XO: Indeed.

CTO Liu says:
CO: Shields down to 32 percent Captain. Frankly, I'm surprised at how well they have held up. She is a fine ship.

CO McGrady says:
TO: Open a channel.

CSO Lane says:
CEO: If the sensors are down, I need to get them back on line in a hurry.

CO McGrady says:
:: Nods at the CTO. ::

XO Darvo says:
:: Mumbles under her breath. ::   XO: She'll be needing space dock for sure if we get back

TO Thursson says:
CO: Aye….  :: Opens channel. ::

XO Darvo says:
:: Checks on damage control teams. ::

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: Sensor relays are on Deck 8

CSO Lane says:
:: Taps her badge. ::   *Bridge*: This is Commander Lane. Can someone tell me our sensor status?

CO McGrady says:
COM: Kondon:  Andorian vessel, Kondon.  This is Captain Doane McGrady of the Federation Starship Vesuvius.  Do you read me?

CTO Liu says:
All: Another collision like this and the Vesuvius will be reduced to scrap metal.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: There is no response from the Andorian ship...

XO Darvo says:
*CSO*: Port sensors are operable ... starboard side is down

CO McGrady says:
TO: Is our communication functional?

CEO Quchant says:
:: Hears the report. ::

XO Darvo says:
:: Listens for a reply from the Andorian ship. ::

LCSO Singh says:
CO:  Sir ... all I am reading are Andorian bodies.  If possible, I would suggest beaming one aboard into a containment field.

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: Deck 8 starboard then

CTO Liu says:
CO: Should we send a rescue team over Captain?

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: Lead on MacDuff

CO McGrady says:
LCSO: No life signs?

LCSO Singh says:
CO:  No sir.

XO Darvo says:
*CSO*: What is your location, Commander and status?

TO Thursson says:
CO: I’ll check, sir.   :: Runs a diagnostic on the comm system. ::

CO McGrady says:
CTO: Standby, Lieutenant.

CEO Quchant says:
:: Goes to follow Lane up to Deck 8. ::

LCSO Singh says:
:: Glances at the main screen at her own ship, clenching her hands, worried that she might soon be saying those same words about the Luna. ::

CSO Lane says:
*XO*: Understood … Am heading for the sensor relays on Deck 8. Any idea if that section is damaged?

CO McGrady says:
LCSO: Our ill-repair will make placement of the body a challenge.

XO Darvo says:
*CSO*: Deck 8 is open to space, Commander, I would recommend that you by pass that section.

CO McGrady says:
:: Thinks a moment. ::

TO Thursson says:
CO: Communications are functioning normally, sir.

CSO Lane says:
*XO*: Will try another route. Lane out.

XO Darvo says:
*CSO*: Good luck, Commander.

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: When was the last time you EVA'd?

XO Darvo says:
*CSO*: Keep the bridge informed of your progress, please.

LCSO Singh says:
CO:  I understand sir.  However, everywhere we turn, we seem to come up empty handed.  Any information, any data that we can get our hands onto....   :: Nods toward the screen. ::   They are copper based.  Is there reason they are all dead?

CSO Lane says:
CEO: Well Commander ... not recently.

CO McGrady says:
LCSO: Very well.

CSO Lane says:
*XO*: Will do.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: A third Tetrahedron emerges from the anomaly....

XO Darvo says:
:: Looks over at the CO. ::   CO: Look, sir   :: Points. ::

CSO Lane says:
CEO: Let's find the nearest airlock. There should be some EVA suits there.

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: We could repair the sensors on the starboard side of Deck 8 ... or at least patch them up somehow

CO McGrady says:
XO: Not another one.

XO Darvo says:
CO: Like we need another one, sir....   :: Swears. ::

LCSO Singh says:
:: Turns at the first officers voice and does a scan of the vessel. ::

CEO Quchant says:
:: Under his breath. ::   CSO: First lucid idea you've had all day

CO McGrady says:
TO: Erect a stasis field in the Main Brig, and transport an Andorian body from the Kondon to that field.

CSO Lane says:
CEO: Let me handle the sensors. I think you need to get to engineering and assist with repairs there.

TO Thursson says:
CO: Aye, sir.   :: Sets up the stasis field and begins the transport of an Andorian body. ::

XO Darvo says:
CO: The Andorian's are alive or deceased, sir?

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: My team is good ... they can deal without me ... besides ... you're not exactly firing on all thrusters and whether you think it or not one of us is mentally unstable ... now ... would you want a madman repairing the engines?

CO McGrady says:
XO: They appear to be deceased.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: An Andorian body is transported to the brig

XO Darvo says:
CO: What are your plans, sir?

LCSO Singh says:
CO: Captain ... it may not be something you like ... but....   :: Takes a deep breath. ::   The Andorian ship is one piece, fully operational, sans its crew.  If you end up needing a ship...

CO McGrady says:
LCSO:  Indeed?

CSO Lane says:
CEO: I can get my repair teams here. At least we know how to do our jobs. I suggest you get moving.

XO Darvo says:
:: Raises an eyebrow. ::   CO: We can make due with this ship, yes?

CO McGrady says:
XO: For now ... but that may come in handy indeed.

XO Darvo says:
:: Agrees with the boss. ::

CO McGrady says:
:: Breathes deep. ::   XO: We cannot ignore the Luna's distress.

XO Darvo says:
CO: Aye, are you sending the Away Team?

CO McGrady says:
CTO: Proceed with your away mission to the Luna.  Take Ensign Thursson, what security personnel are available, and Singh.

CEO Quchant says:
CSO: Listen ... try and focus on the here and now ... if you feel yourself fading ... or going off track anyhow ... you call me....

CO McGrady says:
:: Nods. ::

CTO Liu says:
CO: Right away Captain.

XO Darvo says:
CO: Seems every time we try to send them, something else pops up that gets our attention.

XO Darvo says:
CTO: Keep an open channel, Lt.

CO McGrady says:
XO: Indeed, I fear we may face a deluge of tetrahedrons at the rate in which they appear.

CSO Lane says:
:: Taps her badge again. ::   *ACSO*: Mr. Bond, I need a repair team to Deck 8, sensor section. By pass the starboard side and meet me on the port side with EVA suits.

CTO Liu says:
XO: Understood Commander.

LCSO Singh says:
:: Moves back over to the CTO. ::

XO Darvo says:
:: Nods to AOPS. ::

CTO Liu says:
TO / LCSO: Ok folks, time to shake the tree and see what comes out!

CSO Lane says:
:: Nods to Thomas. ::   CEO: Just go will you please? I'll call if I need you.

XO Darvo says:
<AOPS>:: Makes the arrangements to keep a scan on the Away Team and an open channel. ::

LCSO Singh says:
CTO:  Hopefully it will not be worms.   :: Follows him. ::

TO Thursson says:
CTO: Aye, sir.   :: Moves over to the CTO. ::

CEO Quchant says:
:: Starts to descend to engineering. ::

CO McGrady says:
:: Sends a text order to sickbay to have a medical officer report to the brig to study the Andorian body. ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Yells out. ::   *CEO*: Oh try and get a force field up on Deck 8 will you?

CEO Quchant says:
*CSO*:  Item 1

CSO Lane says:
:: Laughs to herself and heads up as Thomas heads down. ::

LCSO Singh says:
:: Pauses. ::   XO:  Ma'am, as soon as they know something ... please ... let me know.

XO Darvo says:
CO: I feel so helpless to do anything….   :: Paces. ::   …look at those three ships out there, sending sauces back and forth to Earth.   :: Frustrated. ::

CO McGrady says:
<MO>:: Arrives in the brig. ::

CTO Liu says:
TO / LCSO: We will head to Transporter Room 1. Erik, you will beam your unit to the bridge of the Luna and secure position there. Commander Singh and I will beam over to deck 30 and work our way up to where you are at. Hopefully this way, we will have all decks secured in no time.

CO McGrady says:
XO: I do as well and all of our efforts have led to failure as they conduct their gruesome exercises with impunity.

LCSO Singh says:
CTO:  Captain Savar was heading for engineering.

CEO Quchant says:
*ACEO*: Jones ... get a force field up on Deck 8 starboard side.  Make that a priority.  There are going to be people working in that area and we don't want them floating away

TO Thursson says:
CTO: Aye, sir. Let's lock and load.

CO McGrady says:
XO: One thing is for certain.

XO Darvo says:
LCSO: Yes, we'll keep you informed.

XO Darvo says:
CO: Sir?

CO McGrady says:
XO: We will be better off with live allies.

LCSO Singh says:
:: Nods her thanks as she steps into the turbolift. ::

XO Darvo says:
CO: Aye, sir.   :: Determined look on her face. ::   we would.

CTO Liu says:
LCSO / TO: Great idea commander. I will beam my unit just outside engineering.

CEO Quchant says:
*XO*: Commander ... I'm heading down to engineering ... Commander Lane is heading to Deck 8 to make repairs.  Err, umm ... I need a private word

CTO Liu says:
:: Heads to turbolift. ::

LCSO Singh says:
:: Nods as they step from the turbolift and make their way into the transporter room. ::

XO Darvo says:
*CEO*: Go ahead, Commander, I'm listening…

CO McGrady says:
<MO>:: Begins a full scan of the body, and analyzes the results as they appear. ::

TO Thursson says:
:: Follows CTO. ::

LCSO Singh says:
:: Taking the type III phaser with a slight grimace, she steps onto the transporter pad. ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Climbs up and notices that the turbolifts seem to be working again. ::   Self: Oh great, now they work.   :: Steps in and heads to Deck 8 port side to meet up with her team. ::

CO McGrady says:
<MO> *CO*: Captain, the Andorian body is fully intact ... no missing organs as with previous victims.

CO McGrady says:
*MO*: Cause of death?

CTO Liu says:
:: Arrives at transporter room 1 as 21 person away team gathers. ::

CO McGrady says:
<MO>*CO*: Standby, sir.

CO McGrady says:
<MO>:: Continues his analysis. ::

CO McGrady says:
<MO>*CO*: Unknown, sir.   :: Scratches his head. ::

CEO Quchant says:
*XO*: Are you somewhat alone?

CO McGrady says:
*MO*: Keep at it.

CO McGrady says:
<MO>*CO*: Aye, sir.

LCSO Singh says:
:: Takes deep breaths, keeping her calm when she was anything but. ::

XO Darvo says:
:: Stands and walks towards an empty console. ::   *CEO*:You can speak freely.

CSO Lane says:
:: Sees Bond and smiles. ::   ACSO: Nice work James.   :: Grabs a suit he's offered her. ::   Now, we need to get to the starboard side of the deck and repair the sensors so that we know what's happening out there.

CEO Quchant says:
*XO*: I'm concerned about the CSO.  She's having delusions that she's either talking to someone called Sam ... or thinks I am this Sam person.  I don't know who it is, but I get the distinct impression that whoever Sam is ... he's dead.

CSO Lane says:
<ACSO Bond>:: Smiles through his visor. ::   CSO: I sent the rest of the team ahead Hope. Now, let's get moving.

CEO Quchant says:
<ACEO>:: Makes the necessary adjustments to systems to initiate a force field on Deck 8. ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Slips into her suit and checks the controls. ::

CTO Liu says:
Transporter Chief: Beam us to just outside Luna's engineering section on Deck 24.

XO Darvo says:
*CEO*: If this was a normal day, Commander and she wasn't needed for this emergency, then I would order her to the Counselors office, but we don't have the luxury right now.  I'll keep an ear out for her.

CO McGrady says:
<TC>:: Engages transport. ::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Away Team transports over to the Luna to their respective locations....

CEO Quchant says:
*XO*: Understood

LCSO Singh says:
#:: Looks around, an eerie feeling slipping over. ::

CSO Lane says:
ACSO: We better make repairs soon or Sam will be back and he's not going to be a happy Captain. I sent him to engineering earlier.

CEO Quchant says:
:: Arrives in engineering and then realizes he made a 20 deck climb when the turbolifts were working. ::

TO Thursson says:
$:: Arrives with his team on the bridge of the Luna. ::

CTO Liu says:
#:: Looks around and steadies rifle. ::

CSO Lane says:
<ACSO Bond>:: Stares at Hope with a raised eyebrow but doesn't say a word. ::

XO Darvo says:
:: Walks over to the OPS station and checks to see if the AT arrived on the Luna. ::

Host Sheri says:
<AOPS> XO: They've arrived safely, ma'am

LCSO Singh says:
#:: Motions the CTO toward engineering, hearing firing of phasers. ::

XO Darvo says:
AOPS: Have they reported in?

Host Sheri says:
<AOPS> XO: I got their signal ... they're on silent running

CEO Quchant says:
:: Starts directing repairs ... grabs an emergency ration water pack and drinks it all down. ::

XO Darvo says:
AOPS: Keep an open channel.

CSO Lane says:
*Bridge*: This is Commander Lane again. We're about to head for the starboard side of Deck 8 to begin repairs. I hope engineering gets that force field up soon ... preferably with us on the inside.

TO Thursson says:
$::glances around nervously:: Sangam: Check the turbolifts.

CTO Liu says:
#Wolf unit: Engineering is this way, in we go.

XO Darvo says:
*CEO*: When do you expect to get the force fields up for the CSO on Deck 8, starboard?

CTO Liu says:
#:: Cautiously heads over to Main engineering entrance. ::

CEO Quchant says:
:: Checks on the status of the force field on Deck 8 and notices it's up. ::

XO Darvo says:
*CSO*: Standby

CSO Lane says:
:: Opens the bulkhead doors and enters the damaged section. ::

CEO Quchant says:
*XO*: It's been up for a few minutes.

XO Darvo says:
*CEO*: Aye

CEO Quchant says:
*CSO*: Lane ... the force field is up ... stay focused

XO Darvo says:
*CSO*: You have a go, the force fields are up.

LCSO Singh says:
#CTO:  Remember ... if they point at you ... get out of the way ASAP.

CTO Liu says:
#LCSO: Thanks for the warning, I'll remember to duck.

XO Darvo says:
:: Paces back and forth behind the OPS station. ::

CO McGrady says:
XO: A ship full of dead Andorian’s, two Federation vessels splintered, one invaded, our FCO captive, and three vessels uploading humans from Earth like fish from the sea ... quite a pickle...

CSO Lane says:
*XO / CEO*: You're crazy, there's no force field up down here.

CTO Liu says:
:: Heads inside engineering along with the rest of wolf unit. ::

XO Darvo says:
*CSO*: Stay where you are, do not proceed.

CEO Quchant says:
:: Double checks and makes sure the field is up. ::

XO Darvo says:
*CEO*: report!

CEO Quchant says:
*XO*: The force field is up commander ... I swear it

XO Darvo says:
CO: Aye, if we were any deeper in it, sir ... we'd need wading boots!

CO McGrady says:
XO: And don't tell me, our Chief Science Officer has gone mad?

CEO Quchant says:
*XO*: Maybe she should get Sam to check it

CSO Lane says:
:: Makes her way with Bond down the corridor ducking debris. ::   ACSO: What fun eh?

XO Darvo says:
*CSO*: Check it again, Commander.

LCSO Singh says:
#:: Sends a quick prayer to Buddha. ::

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

